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Get an introduction to the Italian language while you commute! Learn Italian in your car â€” or

anywhere you can play a CD!Drive Time Italian, a course from the linguists at Living Language, is

the easiest way to learn Italian vocabulary, Italian grammar, Italian pronunciation, conversation and

even Italian culture. No book is necessary for this innovative all-audio course, which includes 4

hours of lessons of four compact discs. Start learning Italian anywhere â€“ while youâ€™re

commuting to work, running errands, taking a trip with the family, or even while jogging or working

out. Make even better use of that time! The Drive Time Italian course package includesâ€¢Four

audio CDs with conversational lessons â€¢Plenty of pronunciation exercises, simple explanations,

examples, and real conversational practiceâ€¢A 64-page student guide with Italian vocabulary lists,

dialogue scripts, and a grammar summary for reference
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This CD set is excellent! I recently took a semester of beginning Italian and this tape serves to

reinforce what I've learned as well as prepare me for the next level course. What's great about it is I

get more practice speaking Italian and hearing Italian as well as training my ear to hear native Italian

speakers which is immensely different from what you hear in a classroom setting. I recommend this

set to anyone wanting to improve on their speaking the Italian language and sustaining their

knowledge of the language between subsequent course taking.



I bought this cd set to prepare for a trip to Italy. The first CD is marvelous just like the other

reviewers said. From then on, some lessons are very helpful for the tourist, some less helpful. I

listen to each lesson over and over because they allow very little time for repitition. Whereas on the

first cd they repeated things 3 times which was a lot, in the second and subsequent cd they give you

only once chance to practice a word, phrase or sentence. The grammar lessons get a little hard

going as well. The two native speakers, a man and a woman, have slightly different ways of saying

things which is helpful to hear. All in all I recommend this for someone who needs to learn some key

things in Italian for a trip.

I bought this because I'm taking a tour to Italy. As others have stated, the first CD gives a lot more

opportunity to repeat the phrases, I wish they would have used that speed through the others.

However, after repeatedly listening to the others, I am learning from them as well. CDs 2-4 are not

as easy to learn from in the car due to having to do more pausing of the CD. Since I am a visual

learner when it comes to words, I am finding the booklet useful. Most of the content will be useful in

Italy.

many people have said bad things about this product but, none of the negative reviews are true.

This is an excellent way to learn. plus you get involved in the learning process. I hope they do a

deluxe version

What a great program. Even though other drivers may think I am senile, it is so fun driving and

repeating all of the words and phrases. I feel I am really learning Italian.

I'm really enjoying the Drive Time Italian: Beginner Level. It's great that you can re-play any part of

each lesson as many times as you need to -- to feel comfortable to go on to the next lesson.

i decided to purchase an audio lesson in italian...so I bought Drive Time. The first c.d. is fantastico.

It's easy to follow along and you can get a good grasp of it even though its focused on small

phrases. CD2, goes into warp speed and continually gets faster with every c.d. I don't know what

happened between cd1 and the rest but i wouldn't reccommend it for beginners. If you know

spanish,...great. I'm sure the pace is okay. But if you don't know spanish or any italian,

fohget-a-bout-it. There isn't enough time to even repeat some of the words yourself. I find myself

hitting pause every phrase/word so i can repeat it at a decent pace. If you decide to purchase it,



good luck.ciao ciao.

I chose this series because I had great success a few years ago with Drive Time French.I studied

both languages extensively, but like most, let my skills drift into the blurry past.Driving and listening

without a book has been very helpful. It forces me to think in the language.And there is a little

manual of vocabulary to refer to (off-road) if I need to see a word.There is one voice on the lessons

that drops off on some endings. But that is rare.I will be living in Italy next year for two months. Drive

time Italian is giving me a great start.
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